We propose a multiscale model of the invasion of the extracellular matrix by two types of cancer cells, the differentiated cancer cells and the cancer stem cells. We assume that the epithelial mesenchymal-like transition between them is driven primarily by the epidermal growth factors. We moreover take into account the transidifferentiation program of the cancer stem cells and the cancer associated fibroblast cells as well as the fibroblast-driven remodelling of the extracellular matrix.
Introduction
The mathematical study of cancer processes has been an active field of research since the 1950s; see, e.g., [40, 4, 14] . It covers a wide range of biological/bio-chemical processes of the tumour from the perspective of modelling, analysis and numerical simulations, see, e.g., [44, 43, 3, 18, 15, 38, 49, 39, 24, 54, 19] .
The nature of the cancer cells has also been under scientific scrutiny. In particular, although cancer cells exhibit higher proliferation rates than normal cells, recent evidence has revealed the existence of a subpopulation of the tumour that proliferates with lower rates, exhibits stem-like properties such as self-renewal and cell differentiation, and is able to metastasize, i.e. to detach from the primary tumour, invade the vascular system, and afflict secondary sites [6, 36] . These cancer cells, termed cancer stem cells (CSCs), constitute only a minor part of the tumour, while its bulk is comprised by the more proliferative and non-metastatic differentiated cancer cells (DCCs), [53, 46] . The CSCs were first demonstrated in human acute myeloid leukemia and several solid tumours, such as breast, brain, melanoma, prostate, ovarian, and pancreatic, see [13] and the references therein.
It is not completely known, where the CSCs originate from; a current theory states that they emanate from the more usual DCCs after a de-differentiation program has taken place [19, 46] . This type of transition of cancer cells, influences their cellular potency and seems to be related to the epithelialmesenchymal transition (EMT), a type of cellular de-differentiation program that can also be found in normal tissue, [36] . After EMT the newly sprout CSCs take the first step in metastasis and invade the Extracellular Matrix (ECM), what is considered the one of the "hallmarks of cancer", cf. [53, 26] .
The trigger of EMT is set by components of the micro-environment of the tumour [45] . A prime role in this mechanism is played by the epidermal growth factor (EGF) that stimulates cell growth, proliferation, and differentiation by binding to the corresponding cellular receptor EGFR [56, 48] .
Our main objective is to model the EMT transition of DCCs to CSCs, triggered by the interaction with the EGF molecules found in the extracellular environment and the cellular EGF receptors (EGFRs). In more detail, we couple the microscopic dynamics of the EGF attachment/detachment to EGFRs with the macroscopic dynamics of the ECM invasion. We assume that these microscopic processes are much faster than the kinematic properties of the cells, including their invasion of the ECM. The overall process is limited by the availability of free EGF molecules and by the number of free EGFRs on the surfaces of the cells.
The ECM invasion model that we have developed, is an ARD haptotaxis system that includes both the DCCs and the CSCs, their kinematic properties, and the EMT. It moreover includes the ECM on which the cancer cells adhere. We assume that the ECM is degraded by a class of matrix degenerating metalloproteinases (MMPs) -secreted by the cancer cells. The ECM is also constantly remodelled by fibroblast cells; which are assumed to emanate from the CSCs via a transdifferentiation program [25, 12, 26] .
We study the dynamics of the derived model on one-and two-dimensional computational domains. The numerical treatment of such problems is challenging due to the inherent heterogeneous spatio-temporal dynamics and the merging/emerging clusters of cancer cells that the solutions develop see, e.g., Figure  3 . Thus, we employ a second order finite volume method equipped with a third order time integration scheme, developed particularly for the needs of this type of problems, see Section 3 and our previous works [34, 33] for more details. In our investigation we also include a sensitivity analysis of the model with respect to its parameters. In particular, we investigate the effect that the parameters have on the mass of the tumour and on the invasiveness of the DCCs and CSCs.
Similar ECM invasion systems that account for non-homogeneous cancer cell populations and the transition between them, exist in the literature see, e.g., [2, 10, 50] . However, in these works a detailed investigation of the EMT triggering mechanism is not included, rather it is assumed that EMT takes place with a constant ad hoc rate. With our model we can see the impact of pathological situations (such as the EGF depletion), and to identify significant differences in the production of CSCs between small and large tumours.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we derive our mathematical model. We do so in a subsystem-by-subsystem way, and justify our choices in detail. In Section 3 we describe the numerical method we use to resolve our model, and the method employed in the parameter sensitivity analysis. In Section 4 we present and discuss a series of experiments aimed to highlight the influence of the various model components, to compare with existing results from the literature, and to deduce specific "mathematical-treatment" scenarios to control the aggressiveness of the CSCs.
Model
Our mathematical model is deterministic and phenomenological. The unknown variables represent densities of the corresponding model components. More precisely, we include the two types of cancer cells (DCCs and CSCs), the ECM, the fibroblast cells that are responsible for the remodelling of the matrix, as well as matrix degenerating proteins. It consists of three subsystems a) the ECM invasion subsystem in which the basic components of the haptotaxis movement of the cancer and fibroblast cells are included, b) the EMT subsystem that is responsible for the EGF-driven transition of the CSCs to the DCCs, and c) the ECM remodelling subsystem which addresses way the fibroblast cells reconstruct the ECM. In the paragraphs that follow we present and justify each system separately, and at the end of this section we concatenate them to derive the complete system.
The cancer invasion subsystem
This part of the model is based on the original derivation of a chemotaxis systems by Keller and Segel (KS), [28] . Although these systems where initially developed to address the phenomenon of bacterial aggregation, they have been very successful in applications to a wide range of biological phenomena, see, e.g., [35] and the references therein. In modelling cancer growth, KS-type systems have been adjusted to address haptotaxis and a large variety of interactions between the cancer cells and the extracellular environment, see, e.g., [1, 5, 3 ].
For our model we first employ the basic haptotactic system which features a) the cellular diffusion and logistic proliferation of the cancer cells, b) the proteolysis of the ECM by matrix degenerating metalloproteinases (MMPs), and c) the chemical degradation, diffusion of the MMPs as well as their production by the cancer cells:
where the positive part function is defined as (x) + = max {x, 0}. Here we denote the densities of the cancer cells, ECM, and MMPs by c, v, and m respectively.
A first assumption we make in the model is that the cancer cells are "immortal"; we exclude hence any terms that describe age-dependent cell death. In a similar way we exclude from the model cell death due to overcrowding and the competition for free space, so in effect we consider the positive-part logistic proliferation as opposed to the more usual logistic proliferation. Note moreover that the system (1), and the ones that follow, are presented in their scaled non-dimensional version. We provide information on the scaling coefficients and reference densities along with the parameter values in Table 1 .
The EMT subsystem
Both species of cancer cells invade the ECM in a similar way. Indeed, we assume that they both satisfy corresponding KS-type systems of the form (1). They are also coupled by the EMT, which works as a loss/gain term between them:
where by c D , c S , and µ EMT we denote the DCCs, CSCs, and EMT rate, respectively. As is typically done in the modelling of reaction between two components, we assume that the EMT depends on the amount of EGF -in particular on the occupied DCC-specific EGFRs-and on the local density of the DCCs. We assume moreover that the µ EMT is an increasing function of the occupied EGFRs that stagnates asymptotically to a constant value i.e.:
where
is the density of the EGF molecules that are bound onto the EGFRs, µ 0 is the maximum EMT rate, and µ 1/2 a is the critical amount of bound EGF [g]
needed to generate half of the maximum EMT rate µ 0 . In effect, µ 1/2 becomes the critical measure of EGF that characterizes the non-uniform EMT.
This modelling approach is quite general as it includes both the EGF and the DCCs densities. It has been motivated by similar previous approaches, i.e. [11, 57] , and was also employed by us in [20] . Although a simplification of the biological reality, this choice of µ EMT suffices to exhibit the importance of considering non-uniform EGF-driven EMT rate, see also Section 4.
In the rest of this section we briefly describe the modelling/computation of µ EMT , and refer to [20] 
for every t ≥ 0 and x ∈ Ω ⊂ R bounded. The binding/release of EGF to/from the EGFR receptors takes place with rates k + /k − and is the same for both the DCCs and the CSCs, see also [57] . Moreover we assume that the free EGF molecules diffuse in the extracellular environment:
The dynamics in (6) take place during a microscopic time scale τ , which is related to the macroscopic time t through:
We express by
, x) the variables of the parabolic system (6) in the t timescale and recall (5), to write the amount of free receptors as
where λ S , λ D represent the total (free and bound) EGFR receptors per cell. We have assumed that each EGFR receptor can be occupied by a single EGF molecule, i.e.
We can now deduce from (6), after taking the formal limit as ε → 0 in (7), the elliptic system:
where k D = k − /k + , the attachment/detachment ratio of the EGFs onto the EGFRs. The system (8) is also augmented with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions,
where n is the outward unit normal vector to the computational domain of the equation (8) . The uniqueness of the solution of (8)- (9) is recovered by the additional assumption that the total amount of EGF remains constant,
With the above assumptions the system (8) can be solved to give
and in particular g
When combined with (3) we obtain
which is non-uniform in space and time, see also Figure 2 . On the other hand, the free EGF g f is constant in space and is given by the unique positive root of the quadratic equation (see also [20] for more details): The coefficient µEMT depends non-uniformly on the space variable (here one-dimensional). This follows from the dependence of µEMT on c S (13) which makes it also time-dependent, for more details see [20] .
Fibroblast cells and the matrix remodeling subsystem
We describe the remodelling of the ECM with two subsystems. In the first we introduce the transition/transdifferentiation of the CSCs to fibroblast cells, and in the second we model the reconstruction of the ECM by the fibroblast cells. Contrary to the more usual assumptions of spontaneous or selfremodeling of the ECM, we promote in this work the more biologically relevant fibroblast-driven matrix remodelling.
The transdifferentiation subsystem. An potential initial distribution of fibroblast cells exists in the environment and is locally enriched by a transdifferentiation programme of CSCs to cancer associated fibroblast cells [26] . In this work we do not make a distinction between the two types of fibroblast cells, or the two types of induced ECM, although they present different biochemical and mechanical properties. We leave this question for a future investigation.
We assume that, similarly to the wound healing case, the fibroblast cells are directed towards regions of the ECM that need reconstruction. We model this property with a haptotactic movement towards lower densities of the ECM, [30] . This assumption is in a strong contrast to the haptotactic motion of the DCCs and CSCs, which is oriented towards the higher ECM densities.
For their proliferation we employ the positive part logistic function to account only for the competition for free space and neglect the overcrowding induced cell death. Since the fibroblast cells exhibit a much shorter life span than the "immortal" cancer cells, we include an apoptosis term with constant rate. This is a simplified assumption but suffices for the needs of this work. Accordingly, the transdifferentiation subsystem reads as:
where c F represents the density of the fibroblast cells, χ F their haptotactic sensitivity, µ TRA their transdifferentiation production coefficient, and µ F and β F their proliferation and apoptosis/decay rate.
The matrix remodelling subsystem. Contrary to the more usual assumption of spontaneous or self-remodelling of the ECM, we promote here the (more biologically relevant) fibroblast-driven ECMremodelling limited by the availability of the free space and encoded by a logistic term:
where we again consider the positive-part logistic volume filling reaction term to account only for the remodelling of the matrix and not for its degradation. In fact, we assume that the matrix is degraded only by the proteolytic proteins MMP. The effect of the fibroblast-driven matrix remodelling in comparison to the more usual self-remodelling can be seen in the Figure 5 .
The full cancer invasion system
In total, the complete ECM invasion model results from the concatenation of the subsystems (1), (2), (15), and (16) and reads as follows:
(17) This system is complemented by appropriate initial conditions and no-flux boundary conditions:
where n is the outward unit normal vector to the computational domain Ω. The model parameters that can be found in Table 1 . They follow from investigations in the literature, e.g., [31, 2, 37] , and from our numerical experimentation, and reflect the current biological understanding of the problem.
Mathematical methods
In this section we present two mathematical techniques that we apply in order to investigate the dynamical behaviour of (17) and (18) and to predict the evolution of cancer cells. First we briefly describe the main components of our higher order implicit-explicit finite volume numerical scheme. In the second part we explain the way we compute parameter sensitivities.
Numerical method
It is well-known that the solutions of the macroscopic cancer invasion systems typically develop clusters of cancer cell concentrations. The emerging of new clusters in time as well as their movement and interaction with each other makes the numerical treatment particularly challenging. The partial differential equation system (17) that we consider can be classified as an advection-diffusion-reaction system. A wealth of numerical methods for these kind of systems in biological applications has been studied, for example, in [21, 17, 34, 35] .
For the numerical simulations in this work we apply the finite volume method which, we have developed in [34, 33] . We first discretise in space to derive a system of ordinary differential equations
where w h denotes a vector carrying the values of a piecewise constant function on N spatially uniform computational cells for all components of the system. The vector valued operators A, D, and R approximate the advection (i.e. haptotaxis), diffusion, and reaction terms of the system for every computational cell and every component of a finite volume solution w h .
We choose the diffusion and reaction operators in a conventional way. Central differences approximate the second derivative in the diffusion operator D and reaction terms are directly evaluated at the cell centers in the reaction operator R. In order to compute fluxes for haptotaxis in a given cell we employ the dimensional splitting. Therefore we address briefly the advection operator A only in one-dimension. Let c i be the density of a migrating cell type c (DCCs, CSCs, or fibroblasts) in the computational cell C i and c i+1 , c i−1 the densities in the adjacent computational cells. We consider the approximation,
where a i±1/2 refers to the characteristic velocities, and c i±1/2 to the reconstruction of cell densities at the interfaces of the computational cell.
The characteristic velocities in the haptotaxis case are proportional to the gradients of extracellular matrix density v. These are approximated by two point central differences. For the interface reconstructions we compute slopes, using the minimized-central (MC) limiter [55] ,
Afterwards, we apply upwinding and define the reconstructed cell interfaces values
The resulting system of ODEs (19) is stiff due to the approximate diffusion operator. To reduce the number of time steps, which would be required by an explicit method, we employ implicit-explicit (IMEX) Runge Kutta schemes [42, 29] . The time integration scheme reads as follows
thus we apply an explicit Runge Kutta method (a E ij ) to the advection and reaction terms coupled with a diagonally implicit method (a I ij ) for the diffusion terms. The Butcher tableau we employ has been derived in [29] , and it yields a 4-stage scheme that is 3rd order accurate in time. The implicit treatment of diffusion allows us to use time steps ∆t n proportional to the diameter of the computational cells, and the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy stability number 0.49. Note that in the case of the system (17) our method is positivity preserving, i.e. given non-negative initial data, the numerical solution stays non-negative. We have already successfully applied this numerical method to study a chemotaxis-haptotaxis cancer system that promotes the role of urokinase in the invasion of the ECM, and a preliminary version of the model (17) , see [34, 20] .
In Table 2 we demonstrate the second order experimental order of convergence (EOC) of our numerical method in one-and two-space dimensions. To this end we have consecutively refined the grid globally and compared the numerical solutions. The experimental order has been computed using EOC(N ) = log 2 (E(N ) − E(N/2)), where E(N ) is the numerical error on a grid with N mesh cells in each space dimension. The convergence of the method justifies that the phenomena we exhibit in Section 4 are no numerical artifacts but rather results of our mathematical model.
Parameter study
In phenomenological models like (17) the dependence of the system dynamics on changes of the parameters is very interesting. Applying a local parameter analysis we can deduce the influence, that each part of the model has in the invasion process of the ECM by the cancer species. Accordingly, the parameters can be adjusted to better fit the model to realistic experimental data.
For this process we recompute numerical solutions for the one-dimensional Experiment 1, see Section 4, at the time instance t = 15, varying one parameter at time and measure real valued functionals F of the solution with respect to the parameter changes. We are particularly interested in the mass of the DCCs and CSCs over the whole domain Ω, the distance from the propagating CSC front to the slower DCC front, which quantifies the invasiveness of the CSCs, and the concentration of mesenchymal cells in the invading front.
For a more comprehensive overview of the influence of all model parameters, we have computed the parameter sensitivity of the aforementioned functionals. This means that we compute approximate derivatives of the functionals with respect to the parameters. Again, we consider here Experiment 1 at t = 15. For feasibility we employ for each parameter p central differences around the corresponding value p 0 from Table 1 with a relative step size of δp = p 0 × 10 −2 to compute the sensitivities
where F is the functional of interest, and w h t=15 is the numerical solution (all components) of system (17), at time instance t = 15.
In Table 3 we present the results of this computation. Positive sensitivities S F p indicate an increase of the functional F (in the corresponding column) when increasing the parameter p (in the corresponding line), while negative sensitivities indicate a decrease of the functional when increasing p. The absolute value quantifies the parameter influence on the corresponding attributes. Note that the sensitivity shows the effect, when increasing the parameter by one unit. Zero sensitivities in the column for the front distance mean that no influence on the relative invasion speed could be measured in the simulation. For a discussion of the results of the parameter study we refer to the following section.
Experiments and discussion
The initial conditions that we use in the one-dimensional case are:
for all x ∈ Ω, whereas in the two-dimensional case:
We use a fine computational grid with 7000 cells in the one-dimensional cases and 250 × 250 for the twodimensional simulations. Further details on the various experimental settings are given in the Appendix. Figure 3 presents the numerical solution of the system (17) over a one-dimensional domain with ICs (25) and parameters taken from the Table 1 . In the initial conditions no CSCs are included, rather they are formed by the DCCs after undergoing EMT. The CSCs exhibit higher motility and invasiveness than the DCCs, they escape the main body of the tumor and invade the ECM while developing highly dynamic phenomena like the merging and emerging of concentrations. In a similar way, Figure 4 presents the dynamics of the same model (17) and parameters on a two-dimensional domain. We see in particular, laterally propagating waves in the migration of the CSCs, which are due to the non-convexity of the DCC front in the initial conditions. Table 2 : Experimental convergence rates of the numerical method presented in Section 3.1 employed in the system (17) for the DCCs in one-dimensional (left) and two-dimensional (right). In the one-dimensional case, Experiment 1 is performed for the final time t = 15, and in the two-dimensional case, Experiment 10 is realized for the final time t = 10. In both cases the results confirm the second order convergence of the numerical method. In Figure 5 we compare three different types of ECM remodelling: the case without matrix remodelling (Experiment IIa) is used for comparison reasons. The matrix is depleted by the MMPs, which is produced by the cancer cells, creating "holes"in which the cells cannot attach and translocate. The case of self remodelling is included as it is one of the most prominent in the literature. We see the stronger confinement of both types of cancer cells and the "sharper" ECM. In the cancer-associated fibroblast remodelling case we notice the faster invasion of the CSCs, as well as repair of the ECM by the fibroblast cells.
In Figure 6 we compare different EMT strategies: we compare a typical constant EMT rate µ EMT in (17) and our EGF-driven µ EMT coefficient proposed in (13) . For the one-dimensional case we start this comparison with parameters from Table 1 (modified to fit the one-dimensional case), and subsequently adjusted it so that the invasiveness (propagating front of the CSCs and DCCs) and distributions of the cancer cells coincide at different time instances for the constant rate and the EGF-driven EMT, see Figure 6 upper and middle rows. In the lower row we consider the EGF-driven EMT and the pathological situation, where the total amount of EGF given by Γ in (10) is extremely low (of the order of 10 −3 ). As expected only a small amount of DCCs have undergone EMT, leading to a small but still existent number of CSCs which invade the ECM.
In Figure 7 we go one step further and first consider the same coefficients as the ones that give the coincidence between the constant rate and the EGF-driven EMT, see Figure 6 . We consider a small initial tumour (with a maximum density of 10 −3 ) and simulate the evolution of the cancer dynamics. We see that in the constant rate EMT case, the CSCs quickly rise and achieve densities comparable to the DCCs'. This means that the metastatic part of the tumour would be as detectable as its main body. In contrast, in the EGF-driven EMT case, we observe that the density of the CSCs remains low (negligible relatively to the DCCs for a long time), but start to increase later. But even in the initial phase a few CSCS are present (relative number at t= 400 or so), and thus can invade the ECM. Our model hence is able to produce a scenario where metastatic CSCs can be produced also by "small" tumours and remain un-detectable in comparison to the main body of the DCCs. Regarding the sensitivity of the model simulation from Table 3 , cf. Section 3.2, we can see that the invasiveness of the CSCs relative to the DCCs (quantified by the front peak distance) is not only affected by the haptotactic sensitivity of both types of cancer cells, but also by the EGF. Indeed an increase in the total amount of EGF, or in the EMT strength has a significant positive impact, while a higher rate of fibroblast transdifferention would weaken the aggressiveness. Further, higher ECM remodelling rates increase the tumor by increasing the mass of both cancer types, the invasiveness of the CS, and also in the density of the invading CSCs (i.e. the CSC front height), see Figure 5 (compare bottom and top row). The apoptosis of fibroblasts moreover supports the tumour while having a stronger influence on the DCCs then on the CSCs. In comparison to the transdifferentiation, which weakens the tumour growth overall, the proliferation of the fibroblasts has only a weak negative impact on the tumour size. An increase in the number of EGF receptors on the DCCs would promote the EMT transition and thus the mass, and the invasiveness of the DCCs. On the other hand, increasing the receptors on the CSCs has the inverse but significantly weaker effect.
In Figure 8 we can see the effect that the EMT controlling parameters µ 0 , Γ, µ 1/2 have on the mass and on the primary propagating front of the DCCs and the CSCs. In particular we observe that the increase of µ 0 (maximum EMT rate) causes the depletion of the DCCs. Moreover, an increase of Γ (average EGF in the environment) increases the amount of CSCs relative to DCCs, until an eventual stagnation of the CSCs aggressiveness, with no change upon further increase in Γ. Higher values of the constant µ 1/2 have a somewhat different effect: the aggressiveness of CSCs (in both density and speed) decays as is their total mass. Hence, increasing µ 1/2 , or decreasing µ 0 and Γ would have a beneficial impact to the patient.
With our parameter investigations we have identified potential treatments that affect the invasiveness and migration of the CSCs. Our model faithfully predicts, that decreasing the total amount of EGF in the environment, or the maximum EMT rate µ 0 , or the amount of EGFRs λ D , or increasing of µ 1/2 , leads to a direct decrease of the EMT rate µ EMT as one would expect based on the setting for the model. Furthermore, the dependence of the mass of CSCs and DDCs on the effective EMT-rate agrees with the expectations. But not only the height of the CSC front-peak, but also the difference between the position of the peaks of the two cell populations is positively correlated with the effective EMT-rate and thus with the CSC-mass. Similar results can be obtained by the inhibition of the remodelling of the ECM, or by the enhancement of transdifferentiation, and by the prevention of fibroblast apoptosis.
In Figure 9 we can see the effect that an initially non-uniform ECM has on the migration of the cancer. We note in particular, that the invasion is no longer uniform and it is highly influenced by the gradients of the ECM. These can lead to the creation of islands/clusters of CSCs.
In Figure 10 we present the invasion of the ECM by the cancer cells using the full system (17) and parameters from Table 1 . We note that in the invasion of the CSCs nonlinear waves appear, that are created by the interaction of their propagating fronts. Table 1 and are adjusted so that the invasiveness of the CSCs and the DCCs coincide. We observe that the components of the solution are qualitatively the same; there is a difference in the number of peaks that the CSCs exhibit. In the third row, we present a particular experiment of the EGF-driven EMT case, where the total EGF has been depleted to a low value (10 −3 ). A single propagating low-density peak of CSCs appears, demonstrating the adjustability of our model to the pathological situation of very low EGF density.
Conclusion
The main goal of this work is to develop a mathematical model and get a deeper insight into the role of EMT in the invasion of cancer. In particular, we integrate the EGF-driven-EMT theory and develop an algebraic-elliptic model (8) to account for the amount of EGF molecules in the vicinity of a tumor. To this end we introduce a non-constant EMT coefficient (13) that drives the de-differentiation of DCCs to CSCs. This EMT model is combined with a haptotaxis system of the Keller-Segel type modelling the invasion of the ECM by both DCCs and CSCs. We endow the resulting system with a term describing the degradation of the ECM by matrix degenerating MMPs secreted by both families of cancer cells, and by the ECM remodelling driven by cancer associated fibroblast cells (16) . The fibroblast cells are assumed to be produced by the CSCs via a cell transdifferentiation program (15) . Another particular component of the proposed model is the positive-part logistic proliferation term. Numerically, we resolve the full system in one-and two-spatial dimensions with a robust higher order implicit explicit finite volume scheme developed in our previous works [34, 20] .
With our numerical experiments, we are able to reproduce qualitatively the dynamic behaviour of the A comparison of the EGF-driven EMT (left, Experiment 4) with the constant rate EMT (right, Experiment 6) in terms of the production of CSCs. We use the same parameters as in Figure 6 with an initial DCC concentration of a maximum value 10 −3 . We can see that in the EGF-driven EMT case there is no concentration of the CSCs comparable to the one of the DCCs until the DCC concentration has increased considerably. Loosely translated, our model predicts that small tumours produce CSCs that cannot be detected due to their low densities. On the other hand, in the constant rate EMT case the density of the CSCs raises quickly to become comparable to the DCCs level and can be easily detected.
DCCs and the CSCs: the CSCs separate from the main body of the tumour, invade the ECM and develop highly dynamic behaviour in the form of merging and emerging concentrations. We also show that during the invasion of the ECM, the CSCs exhibit complex non-linear behaviour in the form of propagating and interacting waves in both cases of initial uniform and non-uniform ECM.
We are moreover able to deduce information regarding the invasiveness of CSCs. Using the components of the EMT subsystem we can suggest potential scenarios for their control. In particular, performing a sensitivity analysis on the parameters of the models to verify that the parameters and components of the EMT are among the most influential in the invasiveness and aggressiveness of the tumour. With our study, we can see that the CSCs produced by small tumours become detectable only in later stages of the evolution of the cancer; while in the meantime they migrate in a fast pace. Experiment 11. Two-dimensional, non-uniform ECM Same as Experiment 7 with an ECM initial concentration v 0 different from (27) . The non-uniform initial ECM v 0 has been constructed by a random distribution of fibroblast cell concentrations acting without other influences on the domain. We have conducted the simulation on a 100 × 100 computational grid (lower resolution as opposed to the other experiments). See Figure 9 lower row.
Experiment 12. Two-dimensional, non-uniform ECM Similar to Experiment 11, the non-uniform initial ECM v 0 has been constructed by a random distribution of fibroblast cell concentrations acting on the domain. As a result the initial ECM concentration is different from the case in Experiment 11. We have conducted the simulation using the standard grid resolution with 250 × 250 mesh cells. See also Figure 10 .
